
Diamond knot

The diamond knot is a beautiful decorative knot.

The diamond knot
The diamond knot is an ornamental knot, which looks decorative and is used for example on a
keychain or a boy's shirt.

knot construction
For display reasons, we have knotted two different ropes together. The spierensich is finally in the
loop. It is recommended to use the same rope or at least ropes of the same thickness.

Make a loop.

||

Place the red rope under the loop and then back over the purple rope.

||

Place the red rope over purple.

||

Pull the red rope under the red.

||

Pull the two ends through the middle and tighten.
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How to tie the knot
These instructions give more of a way to tie the knot in your hand rather than exact instructions.

Place a loop through behind your hand. This will later form the loop of the finished knot and will not
be picked up again until step 3.

||

Place the loop on the hand so that the continuing end is at the bottom.

||

Place the 2nd side of the loop under the previous loop in step 1.

||

Then weave the end over, under, over, under, and over the rope again.

||

The whole thing looks like the 5th picture. The bottom loop is under your hand that there is no
mess.



||

Pull the ends through the middle.

||

Tighten nicely

How to knot pictures



Double diamond knot
Do the normal diamond knot until step 5. Then instead of pulling the end through the middle, pull in
parallel to the incoming rope.

||

Pull the rope parallel to the existing rope at each end.

||

At the end, pull through the middle

||

Tighten nicely.
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